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Abstract
Terrain is a commonly used feature in modern games with external environments. Currently terrain
is represented by a 3D surface mesh; there are also several different algorithms to provide level of
detail controls to the terrain. This allows for highly detailed and large terrain with very good
performance. However, using a surface mesh only provides a representation of the surface of the
terrain and not the details within the terrain such as caves.
The purpose of this project is to research Volumetric Rendering and implement a prototype
application which demonstrates its use to render terrain. The application will also demonstrate the
ability to represent caves in terrain by providing simple volume deformation tools.
This document provides an overview of the different volume rendering algorithms, other possible
uses for volume rendering, current uses of volume rendering and also implementation details for the
product that has been created as part of this project.
This project will demonstrate a new technique that could provide a much more detailed and flexible
approach to rendering terrain in games. This project will also identify possible performance issues
and future improvements.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
Terrain is a key element to any game with an external environment. Currently most games represent
terrain using a 3D surface mesh. This approach has been continuously improved and is very flexible.
However, certain features such as caves and terrain deformation are still very restricted when using
a surface mesh.
The main aim of this project is to research and evaluate the possibility of using Volumetric Rendering
to represent terrain in a game; primarily this will be the ability to represent caves within an object
and also deformation of a volume.
This project will appeal to games programmers who are interested in terrain rendering techniques
and also programmers looking for alternative uses for volumetric rendering.

1.2. Objectives
•

Research into volumetric rendering and choose the best method for rendering and lighting

•

Create a prototype application that demonstrates the use of volumetric rendering to create
caves
o

The volume object should be coloured and illuminated correctly

o

The volume object must demonstrate the advantages of using volumetric rendering
rather than a 3D mesh

o

The volume object must allow for user modification to demonstrate deformation

o

The volume data format must compress the volume data to improve loading times
and file sizes

•

Research volume rendering optimisation techniques and data compression to provide extra
flexibility and performance

•

Optimise the application to allow it to be used along with other games technologies

•

Evaluate the result and state whether volumetric terrain is feasible with current generation
graphics technology

1.3. Gantt Chart
A Gantt chart has been used to manage project deadlines and time allocations.
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Figure 1‐ Gantt
G
chart Tassks

Figure 2 ‐ Gantt chart
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2. Ressearch an
nd Investtigation
2.1. What
W
is a Volume?
V

Figurre 3 ‐ Volume object
o
(ENGEL, Klaus et al., 2004)

A volum
me is a 3‐ dim
mensional data format where
w
each element in the dataset represents a unit of
space. Each
E
elemen
nt is known as a voxel and can be represented
d using any value, such
h as light
intensityy, density, grradient etc. The value of a voxel is usually
u
converted by a sshader progrram from
its defau
ult value to an
a RGBA colo
our. This technique is known as a traansfer functio
on and is usu
ually a 1‐
Dimension texture that is used as
a a lookup taable.
Volume data can bee rendered using many different tech
hniques becaause of the flexibility of the
t voxel
data and also based on the ap
pplications needs
n
or sysstem requireements. Eacch volume rendering
techniqu
ue has advvantages an
nd disadvan
ntages and provides different
d
levvels of quaality and
perform
mance.
2.1.1. Texture
T
Bassed Volume
e Rendering
g
Texture based volum
me renderingg is a techniq
que that uses voxel data to generatee 2D texture stacks or
a 3D volume texturee. The texturres are then applied to proxy geomettry (common
nly a 3D plan
ne) which
nted based on each off the primary world axxis, the objject orientattion or the camera
is orien
orientattion. Proxy geometry
g
is a primitive that is used
d to represeent a volum
me object. Th
he proxy
geometrry that is ussed for the volume
v
rend
dering is bassed on what data type is being used
d for the
volume texture(s). For
F examplee, camera aligned planess would not suit a volum
me renderer that
t
uses
2D texture stacks because
b
a camera
c
align
ned plane would
w
need to read fro
om several separate
texturess to be able to
t retrieve alll the data reequired.
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r
th
he applicatio
on will usually generatee 3 stacks off texture
For 2D texture baseed volume rendering
maps. Each of the 3 stacks repreesents a majjor world axis (X, Y, and Z). When reendering the volume,
c
whicch axis to usee based on the camera viewing
v
direcction. This is because
the appllication will choose
if the vo
olume was rendered
r
alo
ong only on
ne axis then there would
d be a point where the
e camera
viewing angle is succh that nonee of the rend
dered slices can be seen
n at all (e.g. a slice is no
ot visible
s
are ren
ndered from back to fron
nt to allow fo
or the correcct blending efffect.
from its sides). The slices

Figure 4 ‐ Volume rende
ering using 2D textures
t
and ob
bject aligned qu
uads (ENGEL, Klaus
K
et al., 200
04)

The dow
wnfall to thiss technique is
i that theree is a noticeaable transitio
on when thee application changes
the stacck that is currrently beingg rendered. Also the 2D
D texture stack approach
h does not provide
p
a
flexible sample ratee by default. This is becaause the am
mount of texture slices iss fixed based on the
g
amount of voxels in the data sett. A solution to this problem is to usee linear interrpolation to generate
b used betw
ween 2 neighbouring slicces. This pro
ovides a flexxible sample rate but
a texturre that can be
also requires that a separate
s
shaader or techn
nique is used
d to render the additionaal slices.
This technique esseentially allow
ws for tri‐lineear interpolaation of the data from tthe volume since bi‐
linear in
nterpolation is used for the 2D texxture itself and
a the addition of the linear interrpolation
between
n the slices. This techn
nique provid
des a flexible sample raate but still has the no
oticeable
transitio
ons when thee active stackk is changed.
For 3D texture
t
based
d volume rendering the application will
w usually generate
g
3D planes that are sized
to fit within a bound
ding box thaat representss the size off the volumee. The amount of planes that are
used is based on a set samplingg rate which
h is highly fle
exible becau
use the 3D teexture uses tri‐linear
interpolation autom
matically when retrieving texture data (using UVW
U
texturee co‐ordinattes). The
a oriented to always align facing to
owards the caamera becau
use this is sim
milar to the sampling
s
planes are
method used by th
he ray castiing algorithm
m. The main advantagee of this teechnique is that the
application can store all the volume data in a single 3D texture. This requires leess memory than the
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ure stacks an
nd also provides the ability to read th
he data from the texture by simply ussing a 3D
2D textu
texture co‐ordinate.

Figure 5 ‐ Volume rende
ering using 3D texture
t
and scre
een aligned qu
uads (ENGEL, Klaus et al., 2004
4)

2.1.2. Ray
R Casting
The ray casting approach to vollume renderring involvess casting a raay from each
h pixel of th
he screen
until it collides
c
with the volume bounding bo
ox. Once a co
ollision is fou
und the shad
der program samples
forwards through th
he volume at a set step size (sampliing rate). Th
he volume data is stored
d in a 3D
nside this
texture and is uploaaded to thee GPU using a shader prrogram. Thee value that is stored in
nction uses tthe UVW co‐‐ordinate
texture for each voxxel is retrieveed using thee tex3D functtion; this fun
w
to rettrieve the texture
t
dataa. The value retrieved is then
of the plane to determine where
nction which converts the
e voxel data into an RGB
BA colour.
transforrmed using a transfer fun
This pro
ocess is repeaated until the ray leaves the volume bounding box or until a terminate condition
c
is met. An example of an earlyy ray terminaation technique is to teerminate thee ray once the alpha
ue (e.g. 0). There
T
are also techniquees such as eempty space skipping
value haas reached a certain valu
which provide for exxtra perform
mance. Emptyy space skipp
ping is a tech
hnique wheree if the alphaa value is
below a certain valu
ue then the voxel
v
is classsed as emptty and the co
olour calculaation is skipp
ped. Ray
i the most detailed volume rendering techniqu
ue, however it is also expensive to calculate.
c
casting is
The sam
mple rate forr ray casting can also bee different fo
or each ray that
t
is cast w
which provid
des extra
perform
mance flexibility.
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2.1.3. Technique Comparison
Technique

Pros

Cons

Axis Aligned Planes

Fast,

High Memory Usage,

(2D Texture Stacks)

Easy To Code

Visual Artifacts

Screen Aligned Planes

Fast,

Visual Artifacts

(3D Texture Stacks)

Flexible Sample Rate

Ray casting

High Quality,

High GPU Bandwidth Usage

Flexible Sample Rate
Table 1 ‐ Volume Rendering Technique Comparison (ENGEL, Klaus et al., 2004)

2.2. How is Volume data generated?
Volume data is used in various different research areas. In most cases volume data is scanned using
scanning equipment (e.g. a CT scan). The scanner for a CT scan uses X‐rays to cross section the
object.
However, for this project scanned data cannot be used because there is no scanned data available to
represent terrain with caves. This means that the data will have to be created manually. To simplify
this, the product will contain various volume modification tools to allow the user to create their own
data set.

2.3. How is Volume data currently used?
As computer graphics cards become more powerful, volume data is becoming more frequently used
to recreate natural phenomena in games.
2.3.1. Clouds
Volumetric data can be used to represent clouds. The main benefit of this is that the cloud can be
represented as if it was a gas or fog style mass rather than a billboard sprite or particle. This means
that when the camera moves through the volume cloud, the cloud maintains its foggy density
throughout the entire cloud (a particle or billboard would rotate or scale and eventually not be on
screen as the camera passes it).
Volumetric clouds are a growing area of the game industry as more games are using them to provide
more realistic sky scenes. There are also several SDKs which provide the ability to easily implement
volumetric clouds into a game or application.
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Figure 6 ‐ A cloud generated using volumetric rendering. (SCHPOK, Joshua et al., 2003)

(SCHPOK, Joshua et al., 2003) ‐ Demonstrates a technique of cloud animation and rendering for
interactive systems and offline renderers that uses volumetric rendering to render clouds. The
clouds are generated based on a user defined configuration. This configuration defines the noise
parameters and the external forces that are applied to the cloud object. The clouds are then
rendered using several simple primitives and then applying the configured noise and forces to a
volume contained within them.

Figure 7 ‐ Sky generated by Weather SDK. (Simul » The Simul Weather SDK, 2009)

(Simul » The Simul Weather SDK, 2009) ‐ Offer a Weather SDK which allows users to create
volumetric clouds using a flexible API. The API is designed for use with games and is capable of
rendering and animation of an entire sky scene at run time. This demonstrates that graphics
Karl Mitson
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hardware has progressed enough to allow for a large amount of volume data to be rendered as part
of a game engine.

(3D Cloud and Sky Visual Simulation: SilverLining by Sundog Software, 2009) – Also offer an SDK for
games which allows for real time simulation and animation of volumetric clouds. The SDK also offers
solutions for precipitation and natural scene lighting.
2.3.2. Lighting
Volume data can be used to simulate several different lighting phenomena. This allows for games to
accurately simulate the effect given by Crepuscular rays (rays of light that pass between clouds). The
volume data is used to represent the light intensity at a given location. The volume data may also be
affected by the density of other volume objects.
If volumetric clouds are used then the lighting of these clouds is affected by light refraction within
the volume itself. This allows the cloud to be lit from within the volume itself.

Figure 8 ‐ An image demonstrating the Crepuscular rays effect (Crepuscular rays ‐ Sunrays ‐ Cambridge,
2009)

In games the simulation of Crepuscular rays has been simplified greatly by using an algorithm similar
to the radial blur algorithm. This provides the ray effect of the Crepuscular rays but volumetric
clouds are still required to provide the realistic lighting within clouds. The disadvantage of the radial
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ular rays algo
orithm is thaat rays are only cast if th
he camera is looking tow
wards the
blur bassed Crepuscu
light sou
urce.
2.3.3. Games
G
There arre several gaames that haave been creeated that take advantaage of the feeatures of vo
olumetric
renderin
ng. Usually it
i is used fo
or lighting orr shadowingg, however there
t
are so
ome games that use
volumettric renderin
ng as a much
h larger partt of the gam
me (e.g. Voxeelstein 3D). Volume rendering is
becomin
ng more com
mmonly used within gamees as graphiccs rendering technology progresses.
Voxelsteein 3D is a first person shooter,
s
bassed on Wolfe
enstein 3D by
b ID Softwaare. The entire game
world iss created usiing Voxels using
u
an engine called Voxlap. Voxlaap allows forr game worllds to be
easily crreated using their editorr tools. Voxlaap also supports physics on voxels and various rendering
options and other co
ommon engine features.
The use of volume rendering in Voxelstein
V
3D allows players to easily destroy an
ny object in the game
world. This
T is becausse volume daata is simpler to deform than a mesh
h.

Figure 9 – Voxe
el based enviro
onment in Voxe
elstein 3D (Voxxelstein 3D, 200
09)

World in
n Conflict an
nd Crysis usee both volum
metric cloudss and volumetric lightingg using their Direct X
10 rendering enginees. The pictu
ures below demonstrate
d
e how realisttic a scene ccan look wh
hen using
volumettric renderingg.
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Figure 10 ‐ World in Conflict volume lighting comparison. (The State of DirectX 10 ‐ Image Quality & Performance ‐
HotHardware, 2009)

The image above shows realistic Crepuscular rays between the clouds and also realistic lighting of
the clouds. The Direct X 10 version provides more accurate lighting.

Figure 11 ‐ Crysis volume lighting (IGN: Crysis Screenshots (PC) 2131789, 2009)

In the image above from Crysis, the lighting is calculated using volumetric lighting which allows for
the realistic visualisation of light rays without needing the light source in view. This produces an
eerie environment and makes it seem as though the air has some kind of density (such as mist).
Karl Mitson
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Doom 3 uses volume shadows (also known as stencil shadows) to provide realistic shadowing. This
provides realism to the environment and also helps to set the horror style of the gameplay.

Figure 12 ‐ Volume shadowing in Doom 3 (Doom 3 Screens for PC at GameSpot, 2009)

2.3.4. Medical applications
Medical applications such as the CT scan and MRI scan use volume data. This allows medical staff to
view detailed information from within the patient without having to operate.

Figure 13 ‐ CT scan of a human head (The OpenQVis Project at sourceforge.net, 2009)
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In medical applications the volume rendering technology must produce high detailed images but it is
also only required to provide interactive speeds or still images. This means that higher quality
rendering algorithms, such as ray casting, can be used.

2.4. What benefits are there for using Volume data?
Volume data has many different benefits, below is a list of benefits for games:
•

Flexible data format ‐ Voxels have a flexible data format, this allows for volume data to
represent almost anything in the game world. For example an RGBA colour could be stored
into the volume data, the RGB values could represent the normal direction for this voxel and
the Alpha channel could be used to process the transfer function colour.

•

Easy modification/deformation ‐ Volume data is easy to deform and modify compared to a
3D mesh because the data itself is a 3D array of values (RGBA, BYTE, etc). Also, no extra
processing is required to close the volume when voxels are added or removed since the
volume data represents the mass of the object rather than a surface mesh. Modifying a 3D
mesh requires careful manipulation of vertices to ensure that the shape of the mesh is
maintained, and that there are no holes in the mesh.

•

Culling ‐ Culling can be applied to a volume using spatial partitioning (e.g. Quad tree) by
segmenting the volume data into smaller chunks, similar to how a 3D mesh is segmented by
its vertices.

•

Generation options ‐ Volume data can be generated from 3D mesh data which allows for
volumes to represent any shape. This can be used to create a volume object of a mesh that
can then be used for deformation. Volume data can also be generated procedurally (e.g. a
cloud or an explosion particle) using algorithms such as Perlin noise.

•

Advanced techniques ‐ Volume rendering can be used to simulate advanced illumination
techniques such as atmospheric scattering (Atmospheric Scattering, 2009). This can be done
by specifying each voxel as a density. When the volume is rendered using ray tracing, the ray
is refracted based on each voxels index of refraction and a certain amount of light is emitted
from each voxel. This allows for accurate lighting within transparent objects such as glass
and also gaseous objects such as clouds.

•

High Detail – A volume represents the entire objects mass, this means that if a clipping plane
is applied then the volume object would display the inside detail of the object.

•

Sampling Options – Volume rendering allows for the sampling rate to be modified at runtime
which can help improve performance on higher resolution volume data.
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•

Rendering Options – Volume data can be rendered using several different techniques which
allows developers to select the most appropriate rendering algorithm for their application,
based on performance and quality factors.

2.5. Why Use Volume Rendering for terrain?
The main advantage of volume data is that it represents a mass rather than a surface. This provides
the ability to represent highly complex terrain easily.

Figure 14 ‐ Charyn Canyon, a complex terrain example (Flickr Photo Download: Charyn Canyon, 2009)

The terrain in the image above could be created using a single volume object. However, to create
the same terrain using standard terrain methods would be difficult because standard terrain
typically spaces each of its vertices evenly over the terrain. Standard terrain also only stores a single
height for a given point on the terrain, so multiple vertices would need to be manually added to
represent the steep edges and ridge detail of the cliffs. This means that a standard terrain mesh
cannot easily create steep cliffs and also ridge detail.
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Figure 15 ‐ Volume Vs Terrain Surface Mesh

The image above shows a rough example of the difference in quality between a volume terrain and a
standard terrain surface mesh. The terrain mesh is the red line and the black line is the volume data.
As the image demonstrates, the terrain surface mesh does not maintain the ridge details that enter
into the terrain mass.
Another advantage of volume terrain is that it is easy to deform because a volume object contains
data for the mass within the terrain instead of just the surface data. This allows for caves to be easily
added into the terrain without complicated mesh manipulation algorithms.
Future adaptations of volume terrain could allow for the simulation of earthquakes, landslides or
avalanches, using volume based physics and animations which could be used for games and also
weather warning systems.

2.6. Other possible uses for Volume Rendering
Volume data could be used in a 3D modelling application such as 3D Studio Max. The benefit would
be that the user could easily create highly detailed models without needing to modify vertices.
Volume data would also allow the user to easily create details within the object such as the seeds
within an apple or the contents inside of a box without having to create several separate models.
Volume rendering could be used by resource mining industries by using terrain density scans to
determine where there are resources.
Volume rendering could also be used to simulate tunnel construction scenarios. The application
could display a volumetric terrain representation of the area that they wish to build the tunnel. The
user could then use simple tools to create the tunnel, and the application could assess which parts of
the tunnel are likely to collapse and also the best areas to place supports. The application could also
identify areas of dense terrain that may slow down the construction of the tunnel.
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ould also be used to sim
mulate coastaal erosion sceenarios. The application could be
Volume rendering co
provided
d with current terrain deensity data and erosion data
d
which would
w
be useed to provide
e a visual
simulation of the ero
osion and the resulting effects
e
on the
e terrain. This could provvide an earlyy warning
system for
f areas where housing is built closee to a coastline.

2.7. Similar Tecchnologie
es
2.7.1. Constructive
e Solid Geometry (CSG
G)
Constructive Solid Geometry
G
is a technique which allowss Boolean op
perations to be applied to
t sets of
h (Solid, Prim
mitive or
Solid Geeometry. Sollid Geometrry is a list off polygons that form a closed mesh
Object (3.4 Construcctive Solid Geometry
G
witth the Stenccil Buffer, 2009)). CSG alllows for users to use
simple primitives
p
to create comp
plex objects.
There arre 3 basic typ
pes of Boolean operation
n that can be
e applied to a set of solid
d objects.
•

Union – Thee union of 2 primitives
p
givves the vertices that appear in eitherr primitive.

•

Intersection – The inteersection off 2 primitive
es gives thee vertices that appear in both
primitives.

•

nce of 2 prim
mitives gives the vertices that are in tthe first prim
mitive but
Difference – The differen
not the vertices from thee second primitive.

These Boolean operations can be
b applied to
o the same se
et of solids by using a bin
nary tree to organise
the operrations.

Figure 16
6 ‐ Example CSG
G Tree (3.4 Con
nstructive Solid Geometry with the Stencil Buffer, 2009)

Once th
he operation
ns have beeen defined, the applicattion will triangulate thee polygons into the
resultingg 3D mesh reeady for rend
dering by thee graphics AP
PI.
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Figure 17 ‐ A simple CSG example
e
(3.4 Co
onstructive Sollid Geometry with the Stencil Buffer, 2009)

c
objects using simple primitiives. CSG
The advantage of CSSG is that thee user can eaasily create complex
also hass good supp
port for spattial partition
ning using portal
p
occlussion systemss. A portal occlusion
o
system is
i used to deefine ‘portal zones’ which
h are used to
o decide wheether or not to display a group of
primitivees. Howeveer, CSG is ussually only generated on
nce and then
n used as a static mesh because
CSG is a slow operattion.

3. Pro
oduct Spe
ecification
The pro
oduct for this project iss a 3D appliication that will demon
nstrate Volumetric Rend
dering of
terrain. The volumee data will bee loaded from a custom file format. The first tim
me the appliication is
run, the user will bee presented with
w a 3D cu
ube. This cub
be representts the volume data that has
h been
loaded from
f
the vollume data file. The user can rotate the
t camera around the vvolume and also use
deformaation tools to add or subtract fro
om the volu
ume. The user
u
will be able to saave their
modificaations to a file so that theey can be restored at a laater date.
The app
plication will export the volume
v
to an OpenQVis file format so that the rresult can be
e viewed
using seeveral different volume rendering techniques
t
from
f
within the OpenQ
QVis applicattion. The
product should also
o be able to
o load a heiightmap file
e to allow th
he user to u
use common
n terrain
creation
n features.

4. Pro
oduct Dev
velopmen
nt
The prod
duct for this project wass created usin
ng Microsoftt Visual Studio using C+++ and the DirectX API.
C++ and
d DirectX weere chosen because
b
it iss commonly used for creeating PC gaames and it is also a
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m that is covvered during the games programmin
ng course. The product also uses High Level
platform
Shading Language to
o render the 3D volume.
The pro
oduct uses 2D texture sttacks to storre the volum
me data and
d uses axis aaligned quad
ds as the
proxy geeometry. This provides faast renderingg and was sim
mple to create.

Figure 18 ‐ Volume Terrain with
w a cave rend
dered using cre
eated product

4.1. Prroduct Features
4.1.1. Camera Con
ntrols
v
and also zoom th
he camera in
n and out. Ro
otation is
The user can rotate the camera around the volume
m in using PGUP(Num9) on the num
mber pad
controlleed using thee arrow keyss and the usser can zoom
and zoo
om out usingg the PGDN(N
Num3) number pad key (Num Lock must be turrned on to use
u these
keys).
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4.1.2. Volume
V
Defo
orming / Bu
uilding
The user can add or remove voxxels from thee volume object using sim
mple point an
nd click. The user can
also adjust the radiu
us of voxels affected an
nd also the strength
s
(which adjusts h
how much density
d
is
removed
d from the voxels).
v
The volume Defo
orm Mode drop
d
down box (Figure 19) allows the
e user to
choose between
b
rem
move and add. This allow
ws for the use
er to build vo
olumes as weell as deform
m them.

Figurre 19 ‐ Applicattion User Contrrols

4.1.3. Transfer
T
Fun
nction
The volu
ume object density
d
affects the final colour
c
of the volume. Very dense areeas of the volume are
represen
nted by a greey colour (to
o represent rock)
r
and low
w density areeas are repreesented by brown
b
(to
represen
nt mud or dirt).
d
The traansfer function can easily be replaced by a diffferent 1 Dim
mensional
image.

Figure 20 ‐ Transfer
T
functio
on used in the product
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4.1.4. OpenQVis
O
Sa
ave
The volu
ume data can be saved to
t OpenQViss format whicch allows the user to vieew the volum
me inside
of the OpenQVis
O
ap
pplication. This
T
providess the user with
w the ability to view the volume
e using a
variety of volume rendering techniques.. The Open
nQVis files are saved to the ‘OpenQVis’
n OpenQVis is launched
d from with
hin the appllication the user is req
quired to
subdirecctory. When
navigatee to this subd
directory to find
f
the OpeenQVis comp
patible volum
me data in .DAT format.

Figure 21 ‐ Terrain
n Volume rendered in OpenQ
QVis

4.1.5. Heightmap
H
S
Support
Heightm
maps can be loaded into the applicattion to be ap
pplied to thee volume. Th
his allows the
e user to
use existting terrain heightmaps
h
t create thee basic volum
to
me model beefore adding detail such as
a caves.
4.1.6. Volume
V
Pick
king
The application usess mouse pickking to allow the user to point and click to edit the volume.

4.2. Prroduct Im
mplementa
ation
4.2.1. Im
mplementa
ation Consid
derations
Before implementin
i
ng the produ
uct, there arre several baasic requirem
ments that tthe applicatiion must
implemeent to allow for future im
mprovements, and a mod
dular design.
•

Volume Data structure – The applicaation should store a volume data form
mat that can
n be used
he volume daata efficiently and also lo
oad and savee the data to a file.
to modify th
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•

Rendering Structure – The application should use the volume data structure when creating a
render data structure. This means that each renderer that is implemented will gain access to
any changes that are made to the volume data format. The rendering structure should also
manage any textures and proxy geometry required for rendering.

•

Modular camera – The camera data structure should not be a dependency for any other
data formats so that it can be easily modified or replaced based on gameplay requirements.

The prototype product uses a custom volume file format. This is mainly because there is currently no
standard format for volume files; therefore most applications define a volume data structure that
best fits their application requirements and data format.

Application

Volume
Information
(.volinfo)

Volume Voxel
Data
(.volume)

Figure 22 ‐ Application file format

The custom data format is based around the data format for OpenQVis. There are 2 files required
when loading volume data.
1. The volume information file (.volinfo) contains the volume dimensions.
2. The volume data file (.volume) contains the raw voxel information.
The volume information file is used because in future versions of the application the user may want
to store additional information about a volume object such as the volume data format.
4.2.2. Application Flow
Below is a flow chart representing the core functionality of the product.
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Figure 23 ‐ Basic Application Flowchart

The first step that the application must do is load the volume data. This volume data is stored in the
volume data structure. Once this data is loaded it then loads a heightmap (if specified). The
heightmap is used to make the volume look more like a terrain object.
The application also loads the transfer function texture to be used by the volume renderer.
Once all initialisation is complete, the game enters the game loop. In the game loop state the user
can edit the volume, edit parameters for the editing tool and also save the volume.
If the user clicks on the volume, the game sends the current mouse world position (calculated by
picking against the volume object), and the current settings for the modification tool to the volume
data structure. If the user has the build tool selected, then the volume data structure adds to the
density of the voxels, otherwise it removes density from the voxels. Once the volume data structure
has modified all the voxels affected by the user input, it sends back a 3D bounding box which
specifies the space in the volume that has been modified. This 3D bounding box is then passed to the
renderer so that it can update the texture(s). The bounding box is used to optimise the process by
specifying a certain area of the volume to modify rather than updating the entire texture
information.
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Figure 24 ‐ Volume modification process

The renderer used in the application is the 2D texture renderer (Figure 4). The renderer manages the
three 2D texture stacks and also the axis aligned quads used for rendering. Each of the 2D texture
stacks represents a world axis (X, Y and Z). The renderer uses the camera direction to determine
which of the stacks is active and also which direction to render the quads.
4.2.3. Class Design
There are 2 primary classes used within the application. They provide the core functionality of the
application but have also been designed to be modular so that they can be upgraded or replaced
easily.
•

VolumeFile – The VolumeFile class handles loading and saving of the volume data. It also
provides the functionality to modify the volume data and stores all the required information
about the volume object.
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Figure 25 ‐ VolumeFile class diagram

•

SliceRenderer – The SliceRenderer class provides the functionality to render the volume
using 2D texture stacks and quads. The SliceRenderer class uses the VolumeFile class to
retrieve the volume data when it is created and also when it is modified.
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Figure 26 ‐ SliceRenderer class diagram

The SliceRenderer class is designed to encapsulate all the functionality for rendering the volume
data. This means that if another renderer was created (such as a ray casting renderer) the
SliceRenderer class could simply be removed without leaving behind unused data.
The SliceRenderer class also provides collision detection by checking collisions with the quads and
also by checking the current density value stored in the volume data. This is done by using the
D3DXIntersectTri function which returns a distance from the ray position. The distance is added to
the original ray position to give the position of the collision within the volume. The position within
the volume is then used to retrieve the alpha value at this position. If the alpha value at the collision
position is 0, the collision is ignored, otherwise the collision position is stored.
The process is repeated for all quads that are used to render the volume. Since they are rendered
back to front, the collision position after all quads have been renderer would represent the closest
collision point in the volume.
The VolumeFile class provides a common toolset for editing the volume data which can be used
regardless of the volume rendering algorithm used.
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Figure 27 ‐ Application class diagram

The class diagram above shows that the only dependency that the application has is that the
renderer must make use of the VolumeFile class. This provides the ability to easily replace classes
such as the camera so that they can be replaced or modified to provide the functionality required.

5. Product Evaluation
5.1. What went well?
The product demonstrates that a volume object can be created and shaped to match a terrain
heightmap. This volume object can be modified in realtime and maintain playable frame rates. The
application also uses picking to allow the user to edit the volume which demonstrates basic collision
detection with the volume object.
The modification tools demonstrate the ability to deform the volume. These features could be used
in a first person shooter game where different weapon types have a different effect on the volume,
based on its strength.
Although the transfer function does not provide the volume object with much detail to make it look
more like terrain, this is simple to adjust in future improvements, and demonstrates the ability to
colour the volume based on voxel density.
The application can save and load a custom data format and can also save to OpenQVis format.
Overall, the framerate for the application is consistently high (the test system was an Intel Core2
2.66Ghz, Nvidia Geforce 8800GT 512MB, 4Gb ram, Windows Vista x64 Ultimate). When the volume
data is modified the frame rate is affected fairly heavily but still maintains playable frame rates and
could also be optimised for extra performance. The volume file used was 128x128x128 in size using
RGBA as the voxel format.
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5.2. What went wrong?
The volume object did not have any form of lighting applied onto it. This was because to be able to
light the terrain each voxel requires a normal. To generate the normal of a voxel usually requires
access to neighbouring pixels. The application uses 2D texture stacks, which means that the
application would need to reference several different textures to be able to sample neighbouring
pixels. This would be a big performance hit because locking a texture for editing is a slow operation
and normals would need to be recalculated every time the volume is edited. This could be resolved if
the application used a single 3D volume texture because the HLSL shader would have access to the
neighbouring pixels allowing the normals to be calculated on the GPU.
Another major issue was the memory usage because of having to store 3 stacks of 2D textures. Table
2 demonstrates the major issue with 2D texture stacks. The voxel size is 4 bytes because the RGBA
format is used.
Voxel Size Width

Height

Depth Stacks Raw Data Size Total

(Bytes)

(MB)

(MB)

4

128

128

128

3

2

26

4

256

256

256

3

16

208

4

512

512

512

3

128

1,664

4

1,024

1,024

1,024

3

1,024

13,312

Size

Table 2 ‐ Volume texture sizes

This means that volume data over 256x256x256 in size cannot be used on a system with less than
2GB of ram (maybe even greater because of other applications). If a 3D texture format was used, the
texture sizes would be 4 times the raw data size (the data is stored as a single byte) or 1/3 of the size
of the 3 2D texture stacks.
When the camera is close to the volume object there are visible gaps. This is because the 3D quads
used to render the volume object are axis aligned which means that at certain camera angles a gap is
visible between the quads. This could be fixed by using adjustable sampling rates (the amount of
quads used would increase as the camera got closer) or by using view aligned quads with a 3D
texture.
A similar issue is where the edges of the volume are coloured incorrectly (they fade from grey to
brown even though the alpha for the voxel is 0). This is caused by the shader interpolating between
voxels so the colour slowly fades to alpha rather than immediately going to 0. This could be fixed by
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oint samplin
ng instead of linear inteerpolation, however, this also affectts the overaall colour
using po
quality of
o the volume object.

Figure 28 ‐ Visible gaps and incorrect colouring of vollume

There was
w also a sm
mall performaance issue where
w
the ap
pplication performance w
would degrad
de as the
camera enters the volume. This may be du
ue to alpha blending sin
nce there arre more transparent
f
the scrreen as the camera
c
enters into the volume.
objects filling
To impro
ove the perfformance of the volume rendering, th
he applicatio
on could havve used level of detail
techniqu
ues. This would mean reducing the detail
d
of the object
o
when
n the cameraa is far away from the
object and
a
increassing the detail when this
t
object is closer. This
T
should provide co
onsistent
perform
mance and alsso reduce the amount off visual artefaacts when th
he camera is close to the volume.
One oth
her issue is th
hat the application only provided baasic modificaation tools. TThe tool funcctionality
could bee made much
h more user friendly and
d also much more
m
flexiblee. For examp
ple, if a user removed
all the density
d
from the volumee there is currrently no way
w of rebuilding it becau
use the tools rely on
collision
n detections with
w the volu
ume.

6. Con
nclusionss
The aim
m of this pro
oject was to research vo
olume rende
ering and crreate a prototype appliccation to
demonstrate the use of volumee rendering to
t representt caves in terrrain. The prroduct demo
onstrates
well thaat volume reendering can
n allow for caves
c
to be created in terrain.
t
It alsso demonstrrates the
perform
mance of volu
ume renderiing using the 2D texture
e rendering algorithm and also the possible
perform
mance implicaations.
The product also deemonstrates possible flaaws with usin
ng volume rendering
r
for terrain succh as the
high meemory usagee and the colour
c
and edge artefaacts when using
u
the 2D
D texture rendering
algorithm
m. However, most of thee issues foun
nd can be fixxed either byy using a diffferent renderer or by
simply spending more time on th
he project.
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6.1. Possible Improvements
Below is a list of possible improvements that could be made to the product:
•

Transfer Function ‐ The transfer function was not flexible enough to represent the colour
variety of a multi textured terrain algorithm. An additional volume texture or the RGB
channel of the current volume texture could be used to represent the actual colour of each
voxel allowing for a surface texture to be applied when the heightmap is loaded.

•

Collision Detection ‐ Collision detection was not implemented into the demo, with the
exception of mouse picking. This could be implemented by only allowing the player to move
where the volume had no density (0 alpha).

•

Volume Physics ‐ If the volume below an object is completely destroyed then the volume
should drop down until it is colliding with the surface below (this has been done in
Voxelstein 3D).

•

Better rendering algorithm ‐ At the edges of the volume the colour would bleed into the 0
alpha areas of the volume (due to interpolation). This could be fixed by using a better
rendering algorithm or some kind of edge detection algorithm.

•

3D textures – By using the 3D volume texture format the memory usage and performance of
the application would be a lot lower. This would also provide the application with a flexible
sample rate because 3D textures provide tri‐linear interpolation.

•

Additional game objects – To test the overall performance of using volumetric terrain,
additional game objects such as a skybox, buildings and characters could be added. This
would help to assess the performance of a volume object when it is used in a more complex
environment.

•

Imposters – Imposters could be used to represent the volume object based on the distance
from the camera. For example a surface mesh could be used to represent volume terrain
from a long distance, because the user is unlikely to see the detail within the caves of the
terrain from long distances.

•

Dynamic colouring – Most terrain algorithms use multi‐texturing to provide the terrain with
realistic details. On a volume terrain this could be done by using the vertex position as a
reference to decide which texture to apply.

•

Data compression – Volume data uses a large amount of memory even when using a single
3D texture. By compressing the volume data and textures this would allow for more volume
objects to be loaded at one time.

•

Better tools – The tools currently in the application are not very flexible. To improve this, the
user could be provided with a set of building primitives (e.g. cubes, spheres etc) that can be
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positioned within the world and also scaled and rotated. This would provide similar
functionality to CSG and also similar to a 3D modelling package.

7. Personal Critical Appraisal
7.1. Overall
Overall I think that this project has demonstrated the advantages of using volume rendering for
terrain. The application created can create and render a volume terrain object and the user can
easily modify the volume at runtime.
I have really enjoyed working on this project because I have a strong interest in terrain rendering
techniques and this project has given me an insight into how the technique could be adapted further
in the future.

7.2. Product Development
I think that the product provides evidence that volume rendering can be used to represent terrain
with caves. Even by only providing simple tools the product demonstrates caves in terrain well and
also demonstrates the current performance of the technique. However, in the project proposal I
specified that I was going to research optimisation and compression techniques to further optimise
the product, unfortunately due to bugs in the software I was unable to achieve this.
I also planned to create several different volume renderers to demonstrate the visual and
performance difference between the 3 volume rendering techniques covered in this document. I did
not get time to implement these features because volume rendering is a new subject area for me so
the research took longer than I originally expected.
I think that this technique is a good example of what volume rendering can do for games and terrain.
However, I think that without the support for directly rendering voxels using the GPU or high speed
GPU based ray tracing, there are far too many quality and performance issues to address to be able
to use this terrain technique within a large environment.
Close to the end of development I realised that the 2D texture stack renderer (Figure 4) was not the
best choice. The renderer was easy to implement and had good performance but the steep memory
requirements as volume sizes increase (Table 2) would cause a very large problem in a game
environment. If I had used the 3D texture algorithm (Figure 5) then the application would have been
faster and also the rendering quality would have been better.
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7.3. Personal Skills Improved
This project has provided me with a solid understanding of volume rendering techniques and how
they are applied to games and also how they could be used for future projects in a wide variety of
industries.
I have also extended my knowledge of texture manipulation and optimisations. Also I have
expanded my knowledge of using DXUT (DirectX Utilities) to create user interfaces for games.
This project has also enhanced my understanding of the requirements of managing a large scale
research project along with other university deadlines.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Project Proposal
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